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*Rachel Ivy Clarke, Doctoral Candidate (University of Washington)
“Browsing in physical and digital environments”
Mentor: Michèle Hudon

*Heidi Overhill, Doctoral Student (University of Toronto)
“Literary 'Warrant' as an approach to kitchen organization”
Mentor: Richard Smiraglia

Guo Zhang, Doctoral Student (Indiana University)
“Intimacy and in-game marriage: Analyzing participation in, and dynamics of MOG play”
Mentor: Joe Tennis

Jihee Beak, Doctoral Student (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee)
“A child-driven metadata schema for children’s resources: A holistic analysis of children’s cognitive process during book selection”
Mentor: Barbara H Kwasnik

Elizabeth Milonas, Doctoral Candidate (Long Island University)
“The Classification of web engine’s search result terms (SRTs) into thesaural relationships
Mentor: Hur-Li Lee

Raphael Afonja, Doctoral Student (Long Island University)
"An Epistemological map of the research front on global warming: A bibliometric analysis of published literature during 2002-2011"
Mentor: Cristina Pattuelli

Inkyung Choi, Doctoral Student (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee)
"Domain Analysis of user studies in KO literature"
Mentor: Kathryn La Barre

Ann Graf, Doctoral Student (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee)
“The writing is on the wall – But why? Artists speak about taking their art to the streets”
Mentor: Lynne Howarth

*ISKO C/US Travel Bursary winners